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Eberhardt, Tamara

From: Ginsberg, Jeremy
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2021 7:53 AM
To: PMaffucci@victoria.com
Cc: Eberhardt, Tamara; Doneit, Fred
Subject: FW: Parklands Drive
Attachments: Bob.pdf

Importance: High

I will include your comments (including the photos) into the record on this matter…both on 
the web and in the hard‐copy file here in the office. 
It will also be forwarded onto PZC members before the May 18 meeting. 
 
You are certainly invited to speak at the May 18 meeting and reference your letter at that 
time. 
 
Jeremy Ginsberg 
Planning & Zoning Director 
 

From: Maffucci, Pamela <PMaffucci@victoria.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2021 8:27 PM 
To: Ginsberg, Jeremy <jginsberg@darienct.gov> 
Subject: FW: Parklands Drive 
Importance: High 

 
Hello Mr. Ginsberg‐ 
Forwarding my thoughts on the application at Parklands Drive. 
I am the only house on the street‐ 
I supported the change on the block for assisted living, in hindsight that was a mistake. 
I need your help‐this is unacceptable on this tiny block‐see attached for more specific concerns. 
Please advise your thoughts on next steps 
Pamela Maffucci 
 

From: "Maffucci, Pamela" <PMaffucci@victoria.com> 
Date: Sunday, April 18, 2021 at 9:22 PM 
To: Bob Gillon <BGillon@signatureg.com> 
Cc: "c.flaherty@rednissmead.com" <c.flaherty@rednissmead.com> 
Subject: Parklands Drive 
 
Good evening both‐ 
Please see attached. 
Thank you, 
Pamela 



Hi Bob,

Reaching out to share my aggregated thoughts around the impending project you are looking to build prior to the town 

meeting on the 27th. I mentioned a few concerns in a previous email, and then again in the meeting you hosted with the 

neighborhood.

 -There will be an undisputed negative impact on my Property value (short and long term)

	 -Increased	traffic	and	safety	concerns	on	a	small	street	

 -Increased pollution and garbage based on increased population on my small street 

 -Massive disruption during construction phase

 -Unforseen issues I will face based on this major change to the complexion of my street

The sale of the Residence at Selleck Woods was lucrative for you-for me it has been, and continues to be, a nightmare. 

Starting with a hellish construction phase-my property was destroyed, trespassed on, parked on and trashed on, massive 

noise and dust based on blasting, building, vehicles and choas on this tiny dead end . The “building coverage” caused 

massive irrigation issues in my yard, basement and ultimately caused issues with my actual neighbor behind me-that cost 

me tens of thousands. The plantings that were a key requirement prior to  permitting, mostly died and were/are way to small 

to afford any screening. Also prior to permits, there were several other “agreed upon SOP’s” that are no longer a reality: no 

ambulances,	fire	or	police	where	to	use	the	front	entrance;	the	bus	was	to	be	parked	in	the	back,	front	lot	was	for	guests	

only-its leveraged by the staff all day and night. No respect for me, the only “neighbor”.

Including years of pictures for reference. I have given this so much time, money and energy-I’m currently dealing with head-

lights	every	night	in	my	house,	as	the	parking	lot	is	now	heavily	leveraged	by	staff.	My	“neighbor”	doesn’t	appear	to	care;	

they are near unresponsive So you see, you made money-I got problems, inconveniences and utter disrespect. 

You continually talk about being  “a good neighbor”, I have thought about that a lot-I want to be that person!

Honestly, you are not my neighbor, you don’t live here-you own property adjacent to me-you are a business that operates 

here- I am a neighbor, you are a corporation. Thats not a bad thing-its simply the facts.

To add insult to injury, I have learned of accommodations and concessions you have made, and continue to make for 

surrounding	properties-I	am	the	ONLY	house	on	the	street	you	continue	to	profit	from--I	have	supported	you	and	enabled	

your progress-Nothing about this new idea/proposal works for me or makes sense to me-

Pamela Maffucci

4/18/21



My front yard during construction Damage during construction

Flooding based on “new building”

Headlights flooding my lower level


	Memo Style
	Bob



